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HOMEOSTATIC CONDITIONS

Kupffer cells express genes
involved in uptake, processing
and export of iron.
This iron metabolism gene
module is controlled by
the transcription
factors SPI-C and
NRF2.
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The gene expression profile of Kupffer cells
is enriched for genes involved in the uptake,
processing and export of excess
cholesterol. This lipid metabolism
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Background
Macrophages perform distinct ‘accessory’ functions in their tissue of residence.1 Comparison of the transcriptome of Kupffer
cells (KCs) with other macrophages found that KCs express genes
associated with iron and lipid metabolism.2 All proteins proposed to be involved in iron and lipid uptake, processing and
export shown here have been found to be highly expressed by
KCs (bulk transcriptomics,2) and not to be expressed by contaminating cells by single-cell transcriptomics (unpublished data).

Iron metabolism as an accessory function of KCs
Iron present in aged red blood cells (RBCs) needs to be recycled
efficiently. Although hepatocytes represent the main iron storing cells in the body they are not well equipped to phagocytose
aged RBCs. KCs are ideally localized in the sinusoid and express
genes involved in uptake, processing and export of iron.3 This
iron metabolism gene module is controlled by the transcription
factors SPI-C and NRF2. The liver plays a major role in the regulation of iron metabolism. Hepatocytes do not only store
excess iron, but they are also the primary source of hepcidin,
which by binding to ferroportin causes its degradation and the
suppression of iron export from cells, including macrophages.
Inflammatory mediators such as IL6 induce hepcidin production, which results in iron sequestration by macrophages.
Uncontrolled or prolonged KC activation during severe infections leads to pathological cytokine production by KCs, resulting
in increased hepcidin production and decreased transferrin production by hepatocytes. This leads to iron deprivation by
decreased iron transport in circulation and increased iron
sequestration by KCs often causing the so-called anemia of
inflammation (AI).4 The excessive uptake of stressed RBCs during inflammation results in KC death (possibly through ferroptosis – question 1 [Q1]), and a massive recruitment of
monocytes to the liver.4 Some of these monocytes differentiate
into monocyte-derived KCs, but whether these cells can selfmaintain in the liver for prolonged periods is unclear and may
depend of the inflammatory context (Q2). A fraction of the
monocytes recruited may also differentiate into short-lived
inflammatory macrophages that further fuel inflammation (Q3).

Lipid metabolism as a plausible accessory function of
KCs
Mammalian cells cannot degrade the sterol ring of cholesterol.
Cholesterol is eliminated by hepatic biliary excretion. While lipid
metabolism is a general function of macrophages, who need to
process lipids from dying cells they phagocytose, it is potentially
an additional accessory function for KCs.5 The gene expression
profile of KCs is enriched, compared with other tissue macrophages, for genes involved in the uptake, processing and export
of excess cholesterol to extracellular high-density lipoprotein
acceptors for transport to hepatocytes. Expression of many of
these genes are driven by the transcription factors LXRa, RXRa,
PPARd and PPARc, which are also expressed by KCs.2
Despite this enriched lipid metabolism signature, the precise
roles of KCs in homeostatic lipid metabolism, as well as in conditions of excess lipid such as non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
(NAFLD) are unknown (reviewed in5). In terms of NAFLD, there
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are a number of questions that need to be answered. Q1) Lipid
laden foam cells have been reported in the liver during NAFLD,
however it remains unclear whether these arise from KCs or
infiltrating macrophages or a combination of both.6 Q2) KC activation is thought to be one of the main driving forces of the
inflammation seen during NAFLD,7 However, although it has
been proposed that skewing KCs towards an M2-like phenotype
(driven by RORa and KLF4 induced IL10) is protective in
NAFLD,8,9 type 2 immunity has been shown to exacerbate
NAFLD while mice lacking IL4/IL13 are protected.10 Thus, the
exact role of M1/M2 like macrophages in NAFLD pathogenesis
remains to be elucidated, this is likely due to the shortcomings
of the M1/M2 nomenclature in vivo.11 Q3) In addition to the
above, it is also unclear if KCs can persist during NAFLD or are
killed by the excess fat and replaced by recruited monocytederived KCs (MoKCs). In a mouse model of NASH, we have
recently identified MoKCs suggesting KC death and replacement
is ongoing during NAFLD.12 However, these do not seem to persist following return to normal chow, raising the question of
whether these cells are capable of self-renewal or if the return
to steady state results in MoKC loss. A long-term model of
NAFLD, will be required to assess this. Q4) In addition to potentially becoming MoKCs, monocytes recruited to the liver during
NAFLD may also become short-lived pro-inflammatory macrophages distinct from KCs. This remains to be examined with
more specific markers to distinguish between KCs and other
hepatic macrophages, such as Clec4F. This will be important
to understand, as blocking monocyte recruitment using CCR2
inhibitors has been shown to be protective in NAFLD.13 Answering these questions represents an important goal for future
research.
Importantly, NAFLD has been associated with iron overload
in both KCs and hepatocytes in one-third of patients.14 Inflammatory mediators induced by lipid overload lead to increased
hepcidin levels, which in turn lead to impaired iron export in
KCs and hepatocytes. Iron overload in turn aggravates NAFLD
and iron deprivation ameliorates disease symptoms. The central
role of KCs in iron and lipid metabolic pathways highlights KCs
as prime therapeutic targets for metabolic diseases.
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